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International Scientific Conference Slavofraz 2018 is dedicated to phraseology in learning and teaching at all levels of education and in first, second, foreign and heritage language teaching. Both theoretical research and its application are important in this area – from contrastive phraseology and phraseography to strategies and exercises in the didactic approach to phraseology as part of education outcomes and teaching content. Conference contributions are invited within but not limited to the conference themes outlined below:

- phraseology in first, second, foreign and heritage language teaching,
- approaches to phraseology in teaching at all levels of education,
- phraseology in translation workshop classes,
- linguistic theory (cognitive linguistics, psycholinguistics…) and phraseme teaching,
- contrastive phraseological research (with a review of its contribution to more successful realisation of education outcomes and teaching content connected with phraseology and the phraseological fund of individual languages),
- equivalence relationships in contrastive phraseology and their importance in language learning and teaching,
- within-subject and between-subject correlations and phraseology as teaching content (phraseology and lexicology, phraseology and stylistics, phraseology and dialectology, phraseology and discourse linguistics, phraseology and pragmatics, phraseology and metaphor theory, phraseology and history, phraseology and art…),
- phraseological optimum at different stages of foreign language learning (research, analyses, corpora…),
- phraseology and didactics (terminology, types of phraseological exercises…),
- development of active phraseological competence,
- phrasemes in classroom discourse (educational aspects of phraseme use, phrasemes from a communication quality perspective etc.),
- phrasemes from a politeness theory perspective,
- phrasemes from a rhetorical perspective (especially instructional discourse)
- approach to regional phrasemes in teaching and classroom discourse
- teaching resources in the didactic approach to phraseology,
- phraseography in teaching (theoretical and practical approach).

This list can be expanded with other similar topics. Research may be conducted within a single Slavic language, between two or more Slavic languages or between (a) Slavic and (a) non-Slavic language(s).

**The official languages of the conference:** Croatian and other Slavic languages, English, and German

**Registration**

The planned duration of presentations is 15 minutes, followed by a 5 minute discussion.

Submission is via a registration form, and should include the title of the presentation (of no more than 150 characters), an abstract between 200 and 250 words, and three key words. Title, abstract and key words should be submitted in the language of the presentation and in Croatian, English or German (depending on the language of the presentation). Find attached the registration form. Please send us the completed form to the following email address: slavofraz_rijeka_2018@ffri.uniri.hr.

**Important dates:**

30th October 2017 – registration, presentation title and abstract submission (the registration form attached)
15th January 2018 – notification of acceptance
11th June 2018 – paper submission deadline. The papers should not be more than 30 000 characters long, and they will be reviewed and published in the conference book of proceedings. Guidelines for authors will be available in March 2018.
Conference venue
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Rijeka, Sveučilišna avenija 4 (Campus), Rijeka, Croatia

Transportation and accommodation
The Organisers cannot bear participants' transportation and accommodation costs. Information on accommodation will be posted on the conference webpage. The webpage will be available in October 2018.

Conference fee
The conference fee is 400 kuna (55 Euros). It includes the cost of publication, conference materials, refreshments during breaks and conference lunch.

Payment method: payments can be made by general payment or online banking, and a copy of the payment slip must be presented at registration:

  Beneficiary: Filozofski fakultet u Rijeci, Sveučilišna avenija 4, 51000 Rijeka
  Purpose: Slavofraz Conference-2018
  Bank address: Zagrebačka banka, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 10
  Payment from Croatia: IBAN: HR9123600001101536455
  Payment from abroad: SWIFT: ZABAHR2X

  IBAN: HR9123600001101536455

• Conference fee payment deadline: following the notification of acceptance the author and any co-authors should pay their conference fees by 1\(^{st}\) March 2018. It will not be possible to pay the conference fee at the conference.

We look forward to your participation!
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